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a b s t r a c t
Collaborative Cloud computing is an emergent and encouraging computational prototype for sharing on-demand
cloud resources in a multi-cloud environment. In a collaborative cloud environment, we make use of unused
computational resources within an interconnected network to provide seamless service to the customers. SLA
(Service Level Agreement) means a legal agreement signed among the consumer and the cloud service provider
to guarantee a better quality of service. Nowadays due to more user request, suppliers of cloud service are not
able to deliver guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS) to the customers leading to SLA violation. Existing SLA- based
resource allocation models in today’s cloud market consider an agreement for each QoS parameters independently
and follow ﬁxed pricing models, which results in lacking an end-to-end approach for the client task that requires
composing multiple services and ineﬃcient utilization of computing resources, which has direct negative eﬀect
on performance and cost. In this paper, we have designed a framework model for the eﬀective dynamic provision
of resources considering various categories of SLAs laterally with their penalty. We used Hybrid Cuckoo Search
algorithm for scheduling of user requests in collaborative cloud computing environment. The proposed framework services the customer requests from its interconnected cloud servers and has an SLA Negotiation policy to
minimize the penalty cost and maximize customer satisfaction by reducing SLA violations.

1. Introduction
Cloud computing turns into one of the most signiﬁcant platforms for
suppliers of cloud service to provide service requests in a virtual manner via the internet to customers (Mell & Grance, 2011). According to
Foster et al. (2008) and Wang et al. (2011) cloud computing acts as a
backbone for several companies today for the reason of its greater elasticity, user-friendliness, and volume compared to outdated online computation and storage techniques. Cloud customers across the globe interchange their information with a wide variety of computing resources
distributed through various service providers that are handling diverse
categories of datasets which need to be accessible to various customers
with dissimilar access privileges. Hence the current demand for scalable computing capabilities will usually increase among the cloud consumers. As a result single cloud server possibly will unable to discover
and associate with a wide variety of capability to the application during
execution time. Therefore the scientists are in necessity to construct a
virtual atmosphere for communicating various cloud servers (Khan and
Zomaya, 2015).
Collaborative cloud oﬀers the base for economical and eﬀective digital transformation. The present most inventive organizations are eager
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adopters of collaborative cloud. Organizations with substantial amount
of work in the hybrid cloud have been capable to implement digital
transformation creativities more rapidly and raise their income. Collaborative cloud environment means multiple cloud servers are interconnected together so that resources can be shared between them. If one
cloud service is not having suﬃcient resources then it will pass this information to another cloud server from which we can able to satisfy customer requests. In this way, we can able to provide seamless service to
the customer. Multiple cloud environments have many unique features
such as resources belonging to various cloud providers are completely
distributed, heterogeneous, and totally virtualized (Li et al., 2015).
Collaborative cloud computing has arisen as a promising solution for
providing on-demand access to virtualized re- sources, providing platforms, and running applications in a pay-as-you-go manner. According
to Hao et al. (2014) collaborative cloud makes use of the unused resources of interconnected clouds to oﬀer the requested services as a
result the public gains services from the cloud environment. According to Panda and Jana (2017) more organizations are migrating from
traditional in-house infrastructure towards cloud environment for deploying a wide range of business applications. In order to service increasing customer’s requests in a better way, cloud service providers are
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by a cloud provider during execution of the services, which is documented in the form of Service Level Agreements (SLAs) (Zhang et al.,
2010). SLAs generally comprise segments to address: services deﬁnition, performance measurement, problem management, consumer responsibilities, guarantees, disaster recovery, and agreement termination. SLAs are result based in that their determination is precisely to
express what the consumer will obtain (Peng and Gala, 2014). According to Wu and Buyya (2012) the various steps in SLAs are discovering the
Service Provider, Deﬁne Service Level Agreement, Establish the Agreement, Monitor SLA violation, Terminate SLA, Impose Penalty for SLA
Violation.
According to Slimani et al. (2020) one of the signiﬁcant diﬃculties
for service providers of cloud applications is the way to ensure high accessibility of the provided applications while satisfying users QoS. In
order to handle this issues eﬃciently, reproduction methods are generally applied. According to the used granularity for replication there are
two signiﬁcant ways to attain reproduction: the ﬁrst approach is through
replicating the service and is generally known as Service-oriented Replication (SoR). The second method is replicating the underlying data and
is termed as Data-oriented Replication (DoR).

migrating to a newly emerging concept of collaborative cloud, where
the customers can utilize the resources from multiple cloud service
providers.
The main beneﬁt of using the collaborative cloud is customers can
able to deploy their application on various cloud service providers.
When a cloud service provider is not able to provide the resources demanded by its customer then it will search the availability of resources in
its interconnected cloud server provider and utilizes the resources if it is
available (de Asís López-Fuentes and García-Rodríguez, 2016). Moving
to collaborative cloud computing will oﬀer you lower cost and improved
QoS performance. Collaborative cloud oﬀers the following beneﬁts for
customers (Hao et al., 2014):
1 Easy way of storing and retrieving of data.
2 Proﬁcient collaboration: permits multiple persons to collaborate on
content.
3 Complex collaboration: provides a whole environment which incorporates, storing and retrieving, content management, and oﬃce efﬁciency applications for instance word processing, spreadsheet, presentations, calendaring and workﬂow.
4 Functional applications: provides practical applications such as
project management.
5 Business and social networking: provides the capability for social
networking groups to be formed alongside basic storing and recovery
of documents

1.2. Role of metrics to support SLA
Eﬀective SLAs are essential to guarantee good business relationship,
client fulﬁllment, and expectation. The measurement used to quantify
and accomplish performance promise to SLA guarantees are the core of
a fruitful contract and are important for a extended duration success
factor. Absence of adequate knowledge and understanding in the usage and computerization of performance metrics raises issues in some
companies as they attempt to formulate their SLA techniques and set
the measurements required to maintain those procedures (Paschke and
Schnappinger-Gerull, 2006).Service level contracts can encompass various service performance metrics with consistent service level objectives.
SLAs measure the service provider’s performance and quality in a various manners. A few measurements that SLAs may indicate incorporates
Availability and uptime - which denotes the fraction of time customers
can able to avail the services provided by the service provider, Number of concurrent consumers that can be attended, Explicit standards to
compare the real performance from time to time, Application response
time, In case of network changes, prior notiﬁcation has to be given to
the user, VM Usage statistics and Help desk response time for diﬀerent
classes of diﬃculties.

1.1. Service Level Agreements
The key factors for customer satisfaction and generating revenue
are Performance, Cost and penalties. These factors have a correlation,
which makes the framework more complicated when some key factors are missing. SLA is an preliminary document which talks over
the selected parameters as a initial condition for starting any business
(Badshah et al., 2020). SLA is considered as an fundamental characteristic for providing scalable resources on-demand in cloud. SLA outlines essential controls for assured Quality of Service (QoS), cost, faulttolerant capability, security and validity of service. Nowadays, there is
a enormous demand for SLA-based scheduling that increases usage of
resources on Cloud (Hussain et al., 2019).
According to Suprakash and Balakannan (2019) almost maximum
number of service providers are oﬀering the services by means of their
Service Level Agreement (SLA) primarily concentrating on to provide
best Quality of Service. On the other hand not all the computing capabilities are utilized to maximum extent. The information source of
the same from various consumers can be scrutinized thoroughly, categorized and this data can be eﬃciently utilized to accomplish and renegotiate the services provided. The authors proposes a SLA catalogue
based prototype to eﬃciently use resources of the cloud environment dependent on SLA parameters such as frequency and bandwidth. The SLA
catalogue and computing resources are supervised regularly and the resources which are not utilized eﬀectively are transformed to idle state
or turned oﬀ. This mechanism guarantees optimal resource utilization
as well as preserve the quality of service.
According to Zhu et al. (2011), Service Level Agreement (SLA) is
a mutual legal agreement signed between the end user and the service
provider of cloud which deﬁne what kind of service the customer expects
from the service provider. Numerous consumers want to execute diverse
kinds of applications on the cloud server. So each consumer possibly will
have various Quality of Service (QoS) necessities based on their amount
of work. This makes provisioning of resources a challenging task. As
soon as the service providers are identiﬁed, it is essential to discover
the diﬀerent elements of an SLA that will be signed by agreeing metrics. These components are known as terms of service (Aljoumah, 2015).
Suppliers of cloud service and the consumer are agreeing upon a certain performance related Quality of Service (QoS) properties, for instance reply time, availability of the resources that must be retained

2. Background
In paper Serrano et al. (2016) proposed a novel cloud model named
SLA-aware Services (SLAaaS) which integrates various service levels and
SLAs into cloud providing better performance and cost reduction on
cloud services. This model can be functional in any of the Service models
of cloud such as IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS. In this model the authors mainly
focused on three works
1 Developing a novel language called CSLA (Cloud-oriented Service
Level Agreements) permits describing SLA in any language for the
services of cloud.
2 Presented a common control-theoretic approach managing SLA
based cloud services.
3 Applying CSLA and control theoretic method provides assured SLA
services
Numerous challenges in implementing SLA into cloud environment
are 1. How to think about SLA in a general manner for various cloud
situations? 2. How to deﬁne the SLA contracts among a cloud supplier
and a cloud consumer, for instance service levels goals, or ﬁnes in case
of violations of SLA?, 3. How to oﬀer assurances on cloud Quality of
Service?. In this work even though the authors considered cost as a parameter in SLA they have not taken cloud billing model based on re28
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source consumption into account. In our work, we overcome this issue
by considering cloud billing model and SLA violations into account.
Existing cloud computing systems needs an improved resource provisioning models to handle rapidly changing enterprise requirements.
Traditional models failed to collectively integrate consumer based service management, managing and controlling risk in computation, and
management of resources automatically into a market-based resource
management system. In this paper Buyya et al. (2011) present their vision, diﬃculties encountered, and structural components of SLA-based
resource management. The suggested design supports a combination of
virtualization technologies and various strategies for market-based provisioning of resources to applications.
El-Matary et al. (2019) presents an automatic SLA negotiation structure based on autonomous and user friendly mediators and multi agent
systems dependent on the autonomic processing features as appropriate devices for self-identiﬁcation of vulnerabilities and self-checking for
the Cloud processes and amenities. The authors proposed Autonomic
Negotiation Layers (ANL) architecture is framed in order to apply the
dynamic Cloud Computing process in negotiation of service process and
to assemble these activities in a deﬁned negotiation design layer. The
suggested automated negotiation framework is dependent on the automatic intellectual agents mainly comprises ﬁve agents beside the consumer and the supplier. Later these components are considered as critical modules in generating the SLA agreement.
An SLA-aware management of resources virtually for cloud setups
was recommended by (Van et al., 2009) in which the authors developed
an automated resource manager for controlling the virtual setup which
decouples the allocation of resources from the dynamic scheduling of
virtual machines. Despite the fact that the paper satisﬁes the SLA and
cost of operation, it does not deal with concerns linked to SLA penalty.
In our proposed work we are concentrating on various SLA negotiation
policies and penalty related issues.
Minarolli and Freisleben (2014) presented a distributed Artiﬁcial
Neural Network centered resource provisioning to streamline the tradeoﬀ among the incompatible goals of fulﬁlling applications QoS necessities and reduced energy costs. Artiﬁcial Neural Network (ANN) is used
to identify the ﬁnest resource provisioning approach to virtual machines
that enhance the utility function. The resource manager is in charge of
resource allocation process. Every manager builds an ANN based model
with only two inputs i.e. CPU and only one VM memory allocation. In
order to predict the power consumption of the physical machine in advance, they build an ANN based power model. In the meantime the energy intake of the physical machine relies upon allocation of resources
to all Virtual Machines, the amount of inputs to the energy model is
twice the number of VMs. These works concentrate on particular applications, not heterogeneous requests from users, which are considered in
our proposed work. To oﬀer support for massive number of virtual machines, the authors recommended an SLA-based resource management
framework consisting of SLA manager and resource manager responsible for allocating resources and monitoring the QoS services of a single
VM.
At present cloud data centers are experiencing the concerns of not
eﬃciently utilizing the resources and acquiring additional charge. They
are being utilized to execute various kinds of applications such as a
small web based application to a high-performance computing, which
have distinct QoS requirements. This creates the issue more problematic
because it is hard to compute the volume of the server that has to be
assigned to individual VMs. Garg et al. (2014) presented an innovative
approach that makes best use of the usage of data center by running various types of user application demands, speciﬁcally non-interactive and
transactional applications with diﬀerent SLA requirements. They used
an admission control and scheduling mechanism through which maximized resource utilization is accomplished and furthermore assured
that the QoS necessities of clients are satisﬁed as stated in SLAs. Virtual machines are dynamically allocated such that SLA contracted with
the client is satisﬁed without any ﬁne. They tested with dissimilar types

of SLAs along with appropriate ﬁnes for diﬀerent user requests for enhanced resource allocation and usage of datacenters. The limitation of
this work is this mechanism will be best suitable for single cloud data
center while it won’t be appropriate for multiple cloud environments. In
our proposed work we have introduced a framework model which runs
applications in a multi-cloud environment without aﬀecting the request
from other applications.
Son et al. (2016) presented an adaptive negotiation approach for establishment of a multi- purpose SLA under ﬂuctuating cloud capabilities.
The recommended negotiation system adaptively manages negotiation
constraints, which signiﬁes favorites between diﬀerent SLA disputes under an exchange oﬀ, by scrutinizing trends in the workloads. Here the
cloud model can move the on-peak load and minimizes violations in SLA
with elastic pricing. The author’s contribution in this paper includes
1 Designing an adaptive negotiation mechanism for establishing a
multi-purpose SLA;
2 Provided a direction for deciding SLA negotiation parameters for
ﬁxing a price for cloud services and management of resources
3 Demonstration showing bargaining-based SLA establishment, simpliﬁed management of cloud resources, and increased revenue of
cloud computing environments.
This paper concentrated mainly on negotiating cloud services in a
open cloud marketplace where buyers and suppliers participate in the
bargaining process, whereas in our proposed model we have designed
an automated SLA Negation framework to take care of this process.
2.1. Open challenges and research gaps
1 Existing algorithms provide a higher throughput and prove to be
cost-eﬀective. However, they do not take reliability and availability
into account. As a result, it is essential to design an algorithm aimed
at enhancing the availability, reliability, and improvement to the
QoS in cloud computing environment.
2 Whenever there is an increase in the service request, there is a necessity for an improved resource scheduling algorithm for handling
user requests.
3 Existing techniques are best suitable for a single cloud data center
while they are not appropriate for multiple cloud environments.
4 An automated penalty cost computation and negotiation mechanism
is required, when SLA violation occurs.
3. SLA-based resource management framework
Resource management concerns like SLAs (Service Level Agreements) associated with providing services to millions of users by means
of a data center is a diﬃcult task when compared to allocating services
for a million consumers to execute on their own individual PCs. There
are numerous diﬃculties involved in SLA based resource scheduling to
distinguish and fulﬁll service requirements based on the preferred utility of consumers. Resource provisioning is the process of mapping of
physical resources to various consumers based on their demands. Computing capabilities must be provisioned in a manner so that none of the
servers in the cloud is overloaded and entire free computing capabilities in the cloud are utilized eﬃciently. Resource Provisioning allows
optimal allocation of resources among various user requests in a ﬁnite
amount of time to attain desired quality of service. The resource provisioning decisions must adjust to changes in load as they happen. In
order to overcome these restrictions, we propose a innovative dynamic
resource management approach that not just make best use of resource
utilization by distributing resources amongst various simultaneous applications possessed by diﬀerent consumers but additionally considers
SLAs of dissimilar categories and designed a negotiation model for computing penalty cost if SLA violation occurs.
Fig. 1 shows the proposed SLA based resource management framework. Initially, to utilize the services oﬀered by the service provider
29
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Fig. 1. SLA-based resource management framework.

1 Service request examiner
2 SLA generator
3 SLA negotiator

the cloud user has to register with the resource broker using the web
portal by ﬁlling up the forms during the registration process. Users proﬁle information such as username, password, Name of the organization,
Size of the organization, Type of organization, credit card account, machine IP address, etc. are collected. Once the registration process is completed the user can submit their request to the resource broker. User
requests consist of details such as Conﬁguration of VMs, No of VMs required, Type of Operating systems, necessary software required, No of
days needed etc. This user request information is passed to the service
broker. Upon receiving the customer request the broker will calculate
the availability of resources, expected processing time and cost to oﬀer
the services. This information is then passed to the service provider. If
the service provider cannot fulﬁll the customer request the broker will
search for some other service provider satisfying the user request. Once
the service request is satisﬁed an SLA deﬁning various terms and conditions to be satisﬁed is established and resource provisioning takes place
among the consumer and cloud service provider. Advantages of this
framework includes Enhanced customer satisfaction, Improved Quality
of Service and maintaining a good relationship between customer and
service provider. Our SLA Model uses Hybrid Cuckoo Search scheduling policy for forecasting the SLA penalty charges for individual client
requests under various scheduling of resources.

3.1.1. Service request examiner
Resource Broker on behalf of users submits the user’s requests using web applications from any part of the world. As soon as a service
demand is received, ﬁrst the Service Request Examiner (SRE) authenticates and analyze the user’s QoS requests before taking the decision
whether to agree or dismiss the request. SRE guarantees that none of the
resources are overloaded whereby several service requirements cannot
be satisﬁed eﬀectively because of restricted accessibility of resources.
3.1.2. SLA generator
SLA Generator formalizes an SLA which gives assurance to the customers’ human rights and relate their terms through composing the SLOs
to connect the space among the QoS hype and SLA reality. Here an agreement is signed tween customer and cloud service provider and includes
service level objectives according to the QoS speciﬁed by the customer
and cloud service provider. SLA generator deﬁnes the Service parameters that are required by the customers. It will clearly mention the Service Level Objectives (SLO) according to the QoS parameters. Roles and
responsibilities of the business party’s involved including customer and
the service provider are clearly deﬁned and the essential tasks to guarantee that the demanded level of services is delivered is taken care. SLA
Generator will deﬁne the deliverable and non-deliverable services that
are covered in the SLA, Penalty and Negotiation policies and SLA validity period.

3.1. SLA manager
The responsibility of the SLA manager is to make sure that the entire Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for various Client service requests
are delivered according to speciﬁcations. SLA manager is responsible
for keeping track of SLAs fulﬁllment among the consumer and service
provider. It is the responsibility of the SLA manager to serve as a point
of contact between the client and the cloud service provider; manage
any escalation process; make any appropriate changes and delivery; review and keep track of services continuously; facilitate and contribute
solutions for solving any disputes and evaluate and submit report on
the relationship between the customer and service provider on regular
basis.
Crucial duties of an SLA manager incorporates Establishment, Overseeing and regulating administration preeminent techniques, Monitoring the performance of SLA for consistence with client needs, smooth
communication between cloud service provider and consumers to describe and retain the SLAs necessary for each service and Finally,
the SLA manager needs to persistently review the established services
and track any occurrences that possibly will delay the smooth delivery of services to the customers. SLA manager consists of components
such as

3.1.3. SLA negotiator
As the Cloud customers do not know the procedure of validating the
SLA, it is essential to have a reliable third party who can take care of
SLA authentications and guarantee. Several consumers are yet doubtful
about Cloud suppliers’ QoS guarantees as a result of the space among
these assurances and the SLAs oﬀered by these providers. The role of
SLA Negotiator is to reduce the gap and provide a conﬁdence among the
cloud service supplier and the consumer. SLA Negotiator will applaud
consumers to succeed the essential service proﬁciently after making the
best possible decisions for negotiation with multiple service providers.
If any SLA violation happens during service provisioning penalty has to
be enforced for SLA violation.
3.2. SLA violation and negotiation
In cloud computing environment many factors such as environmental changes, S/W failures, Network performance, Bandwidth etc. may
30
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for identifying cloud service provider which can fulﬁll the requests of
the consumer. Req-Resource Mapper looks the CSP conﬁguration table
and checks whether the resources requested by the user are available or
not. If it is available it maps the user requirement with the available resources in cloud service provider and allocates it to the requesting user.
Resource Scheduler uses a Hybrid Cuckoo Search algorithm to identify
which cloud service provider can provide eﬃcient service based on the
requirements of the user. It helps to allocate appropriate resources to a
right application at right time. So that the applications can use resources
eﬀectively. Request Response Collector will collect the responses from
the cloud service provider and oﬀer the service to the consumers.

inﬂuence the system behavior. SLA violation is a most important characteristic of cloud computing and the violation leads to the decline of
consumer fulﬁllment level and additionally disturbs the cloud supplier
leading to punishment or ﬁne. SLA violation can happen under various
circumstances such as Performance is provided at the lower level than
the agreed, Services provided at the appropriate level but with more
delay, Variation in VM resource usage and Services not at all provided.
Negotiating Service Level Agreements (SLAs) plays a vital part in the
utilization of services. During negotiation process both the parties, consumers and the providers of the service are united through a collaborative mechanism identiﬁed by the process of bargaining. This negotiation
process decides the scope of movement of data which in turn impacts
convergence upon settlement. A negotiation mechanism decides the cardinality of both the parties taken part in the negotiation process, their
responsibilities, the visibility of the bargains traded, administration of
a particular session, boundaries for negotiation process, etc. SLA negotiation is an essential system to ensure the performance of cloud service
and improve the conﬁdence among cloud service consumers and service
providers of cloud. An SLA negotiation among Cloud parties provide assistance in outlining the Quality of Service (QoS) requests of critical
service-based processes. Total VM Cost Computation is computed as follows
𝑉 𝑀 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝐶𝑆 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑋 (𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑅𝐴𝑀𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒∕0.5)

(1)

𝑇 𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝐴𝑀 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑋 𝑅𝐴𝑀 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

(2)

𝑇 𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑉 𝑀 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑇 𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝐴𝑀 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑋 𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑉 𝑀

(3)

3.4. Hybrid Cuckoo Search scheduling policy
Algorithm 1 shows the Pseudo code of Hybrid Cuckoo Search algorithm. The algorithm begins with the initial values of VM Req of size
n, probability pa c [0, 1], the maximum number of iterations Maxitr
and the initial iteration counter t. Based on the client request the request for virtual machines is grouped from the database. The initial VM
Req n is orderly fetch from database and each solution xi in the VM
Req is calculated by computing its ﬁtness function. Employed Bees (BE)
compute cloud user request time, Onlooker Bees (BO) compute cloud
service provider response time. This ﬁtness value is given as an input
to Scout Bees (BS) which ﬁnds the best ﬁtness value. Once the ﬁtness
value is computed the ordered information is passed to cuckoo search
algorithm. Cuckoo search algorithm will repeat the following process
until it ﬁnds the best service provider for the client request.
Algorithm 1: Pseudo code of Hybrid Cuckoo Search algorithm
Fig. 2 demonstrates the Pseudo code for the proposed Hybrid Cuckoo
Search algorithm.
Step 1 A new solution is orderly fetched from the database.
Step 2 If its objective function value is improved than the objective
function value of the chosen order solution, then the novel solution is
interchanged with an earlier chosen solution.
Step 3 A fraction (1 − pa ) of the solutions is orderly chosen, abandoned and interchanged by novel solutions produced via local VM Req
Database as follows.
)
(
(7)
𝑋𝑖𝑡+1 = 𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾 𝑋𝑗𝑡 − 𝑋𝑘𝑡

Where CSPinstcost is cloud service provider’s RAM initial cost. ReqRAMSize is cloud user requested RAM Size. TotalRAMCost is Single Virtual
Machine Cost. No. of VM is a number of virtual machines needed by the
cloud users. TotalVMCost is Total Virtual Machine Cost for a cloud user.
If SLA violation occurs penalty has to be enforced for SLA violation.
In proposed work two kinds of negotiation policy are adapted. The ﬁrst
method is Refunding the amount with penalty cost being negotiated and
the second method is Extension of service provided to the customer. In
ﬁrst method, if the customers do not want to continue the services offered by the service provider, customer can request for refund of amount
along with penalty cost. Penalty cost is computed as follows:
𝑆𝑉 𝑀 𝐶 = 𝑇 𝐶∕𝑁 𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑉 𝑀

Where 𝑋𝑗𝑡 and 𝑋𝑘𝑡 are two dissimilar solutions chosen randomly and 𝛾 is
a random number. 𝑋𝑖𝑡+1 is the
Best Solution of VM Req. i,j,k are the index values of iteration.
Step 4 The obtained solutions are rated according to their objective
values, then the better solution is allocated and the iteration counter
increments.

(4)

Where SVMC is Single Virtual Machine Cost. TC is Total Cost of VM
purchased by a cloud user. No of VM is a number of virtual machines
purchased.
𝑀 𝑃 𝐶 = ((𝑆𝑉 𝑀 𝐶 𝑋 𝑆𝐿𝐴)∕100)

(5)
4. Experimental results and discussions

Where MPC is Minimum Penalty Cost. The value of SLA will vary depending on the service provider.
𝑃 𝐶 = ((𝑀𝑃 𝐶 + 𝑆𝑉 𝑀𝐶 ) 𝑋 𝑅𝑉 𝑀 )

We can implement the Proposed SLA framework in real cloud environments also. But Nowadays more number of companies are migrating their business and operations to cloud environment and innovative
and numerous sophisticated algorithms are being developed. Creating
an environmental setup and executing these experimentations in actual
cloud infrastructure are costly and can prove to be catastrophic for the
entire project as the ﬂaws in algorithms or structures are found after
the deployment. However, modeling and simulation tools are appropriate choices that regularly provide better alternative option for imitating
cloud computing infrastructures. Moreover, simulating a cloud environment can reduce the cost, time and eﬀort required for setting the real
time cloud scenario.
Existing grid-based simulation tools were not able to isolate the cloud
services properly. To avoid these various cloud simulation tools are
used by the researchers. In our work we are using Cloudsim simulator to model and simulate the SLA model and analyze the performance
of the application service. Cloudsim is an extensible simulator that affords basic classes for deﬁning users, computational resources, virtual

(6)

Where PC is Penalty Cost. RVM is Reduced Virtual Machine (i.e. Number of VMs cancelled by the cloud service provider). In second method
customer need the service from the same service provider. For SLA violation the service will extend the service as a penalty for additional days
apart from actually agreed one as follows:
𝑁𝑜. 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 = 𝑃 𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡∕𝑉 𝑀 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
3.3. Resource manager
Resource manager provides a new way to deploy, manage and monitor the customer requests and oﬀers a set of resources and operations
for working with the resources that are deployed. Resource Manager
is responsible for allocation of resource and consists of several components like Resource Discovery, Req-Resource Mapper, Resource Scheduler and Request Response Collector. Resource Discovery is in charge
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Fig. 2. Pseudo code of Hybrid Cuckoo Search algorithm.

machines, data centers, cloudlets and many other approaches for the
management of diﬀerent elements of the infrastructure. The main features of CloudSim are: it takes very less time or eﬀort is for implementing
the cloud computing environments. Assists modeling and simulation of
large scale data centers. Supports dynamic addition of simulation elements, supports various user deﬁned policies for allocating host to VMs,
More ﬂexible to assign diﬀerent cores to more virtualized services. Permits the developers to create heterogeneous cloud environments and
analyze the performance of their application services in it. Because of
these extensible and generalized framework this cloudsim simulation
tool is best suitable for developing customized applications.
We have tested our framework model with 151 cloud user requests
and 10 cloud service providers. Here the users are requesting resources
in the form of virtual machines. Let us assume that user requests for
Win 7 64 bit Operating System, 2 GB RAM and 5 VM for 30 days. We
have taken 1 RAM size as 512 MB and cost of it as 24, 2GBmeansrequire4RAMsof 512MBandtheRAMcostis 96, Single virtual machine cost is
computed using

The cloud service provider has to refund an amount of $7200 additionally $1440 with an actual amount. In case if customer needs an
extension of service, No of days can be extended based on the penalty
cost. No of days extended Penalty Cost / RAM Cost. i.e. $7200/$96 =>
75 days for 3 VMs. i.e. (30 + 75days) for 3 VMs. Actual cost paid for cancelled virtual machines is computed using SVMC X No of reduced VMs
2880 × 2 = $5760. Cost of 2VMs for 60 days. Refunded penalty amount
is $1440. i.e. 15 days. So Total No of days extended = (60 + 15) = 75
days. SLA % (percentage) is benchmarked for every Cloud Service
Providers. SLA percentage diﬀers for every CSP. It represents 3 cases:
Case 1: SLA% non-Zero: Respective CSP is providing VM to Cloud
Users. CSP have cancelled some VM already bought by Cloud Users.
CSP must pay Penalty cost based on SLA.
Case 2: SLA% is 0: Respective CSP is providing VM to Cloud Users.
CSP is not cancelling any VM already bought by Cloud Users. CSP no
need to pay Penalty cost based on SLA.
Case 3: SLA% is 0: Respective CSP is not providing any VM to Cloud
Users so there is no need to calculate the penalty cost.
Fig. 3 represents SLA penalty cost computation for CSP1. Here the
service provider is provisioning some kind services to the users. Service
provider earned an amount of $965.89 by providing the services and at
the same time, as paid a penalty of amount $139.71 for not providing
the services as agreed in SLA. This represents case 1 where CSP have
cancelled some VMs purchased by the user and have to pay penalty as
per the SLA.
Fig. 4 represents SLA penalty cost computation for CSP 7. Here the
service provider is provisioning some kind services to the users. Service
provider earned an amount of $1655.82 by providing the services and
not paid any penalty amount since he provides the services as agreed in
SLA. This represents case 2 where CSP is providing VM to cloud users
and not cancelling any VMs purchased by the user so CSP no needs to
pay any penalty cost.
Fig. 5 represents SLA penalty cost computation for CSP6. Here the
service provider is not all providing any kind of services to the users.
So service provider has not earned any amount and doesn’t to pay any
penalty since he is not providing any service. This represents case 3
where CSP is not providing any VM to cloud users so there is no need
to calculate the penalty cost.

𝑉 𝑀 𝐶𝑜𝑠 = 𝑁𝑂. 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠 × 𝑅𝐴𝑀 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 → 30 × $96 = $2880
𝑇 𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑉 𝑀 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑆𝑉 𝑀 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 × 𝑁 𝑂. 𝑜𝑓 𝑉 𝑀 𝑠 → $2880 × 5 = $14, 400
The user has to pay an amount of $14,400 to Cloud service provider
for availing the service of 5VMs of 2GB size for 30 days. Minimum
penalty cost is computed as
𝑀𝑃 𝐶 = 𝑉 𝑀 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 × 𝑆𝐿𝐴%
𝑀𝑃 𝐶 = $2880 × 25%
SLA % 𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑓 𝑓 𝑒𝑟 𝑓 𝑜𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝐶𝑆 𝑃 . 𝐻𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑆 𝐿𝐴% 𝑎𝑠 25%
Out of 5 VMs if the cloud service provider is cancelling 1 VM then
$720 has to be refunded as penalty along with initial cost of 1 VM. Let
us assume cloud service provider has cancelled 2 VMs then penalty cost
is computed using
𝑃 𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = (MPC + SVM 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡) × RVM
(
)
i.e $720 + $2880 × 2 → $3600 × 2 → 7200.
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Fig. 3. SLA penalty cost computation for CSP 1.

Fig. 4. SLA penalty cost computation for CSP 7.

Fig. 5. SLA penalty cost computation for CSP 6.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of penalty cost computation using SLA model and negotiation model.
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5. Conclusion and future directions
We have designed an SLA-based resource management framework
which not only take full advantage of usage of resources but as well
as concentrates on diﬀerent types of SLAs. This mechanism provides a
guaranteed quality of service to the customers as speciﬁed in the SLA
and enhance the relationship between the cloud service provider and
consumer by reducing the SLA violations. The major contribution of
the proposed work includes designing an Automated Resource Management Framework for Minimizing SLA Violations and Negotiation in Collaborative Cloud environment. The recommended negotiation framework primarily relies upon intellectual negotiators which accept the
highlights of the autonomic computing to enrich the negotiation procedure and stay aware with the dynamic environment of the Cloud
infrastructures for instance multi-tenancy, various distributed systems.
Shifting over to the concept of automatic negotiation process can overcome the problems faced in the traditional static negotiation process
for instance, uninterrupted changes in the commercial services requests
and the nonexistence of security with the external party. Therefore, the
recommended framework can minimize SLA violations and negotiation
failures, and have increased cost-eﬀectiveness. Furthermore, the recommended SLA negotiation framework is also proﬁtable to customers
subsequently customers can acquire a reasonable price reimbursement
for decreased quality of service or deferring time. In future, we extend our work for ranking the cloud service providers based on their
performance and Key Performance Indicators to recommend the best
and suitable service provider for the cloud users. It will beneﬁt the
end users to identify the best cloud service provider based on the user
requirements.
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